The other nine is just new. We began playing it this year. It has bent greens consisting of Washington, Metropolitan and Marysville bents. The greens will average about 8,000 square feet to each green.

The mistake that was made was that large greens were built and the course spread all over 140 acres of land without preparing compost or even having an adequate water supply.

So we have started in to overcome some of this. There was a large dairy barn on the premises which was not suitable for golf use. We razed this and built a shed 80 ft. by 36 ft. by 10 ft. with self-supporting roof for dirt and tool shed, also have a work shop in one corner, 12 ft. by 24 ft.

My dirt bins I have fixed up with sliding panels so I can hoist them up and drive into the bin with cart and dump. Then when the dirt is piled up I will hook a block and tackle to the cart and pull up the dirt and let it dump. In this way we can use a lot of space in depth and save shoveling.

We also changed the water system by centralizing the station. We built a building 18 ft. by 18 ft. by 8 ft. with 5 ft. extension eaves for sheltering purposes. In this we have a 3 in. by 3 in. centrifugal pump with 20 horse power motor and 2,000 gal. tank with air compressor. From the tank we are leading off with five lines in all directions. One 3 in. line, one 2¼ in. and three 2 in. lines. The large lines run close up to all greens and we also have a gate valve on each line so if we have trouble on any line it will not put out the whole system. We have also built traps at each green to keep our sprinklers and hose in and keep locked. This saves hauling them in and out. We are also trying out some small tanks for sediment tanks at each green.

The Outstanding Grass FOOD
Lyman Carrier's LECCO No more brown patch, weeds or clover. Entirely supplants ammonium sulphate and expensive compost pile.

ORIGINAL and Only Genuine
Lyman Carrier's WASHINGTON strain of creeping bent for vegetative planting. Inside secret of satisfactory turf. Stands hard usage.

Last Word in FINE TURF
Lyman Carrier's COCOOS creeping bent seed. In heavy demand for 1928. Limited supply for EAST this summer. Order early.

LYMAN CARRIER
Elevator, Warehouse and General Offices, GRANGER, INDIANA
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discusses conditions of the club, the condition of its finances, and spends about two hours discussing interestingly the things that concern the success of the organization.

In the next place, the chairman of our Greens Committee, the chairman of our Young People's Activities, the chairman of our Ladies' Activities and the chairman of our Tournaments all meet with the directors at their monthly meetings and thus the directors are kept in close touch with those who have the active management of the club in hand. Naturally we work strictly on a budget basis. Under no circumstances would I attempt to operate the club without a budget system. At the first meeting of the Board of Directors each year we have prepared by the treasurer a statement of our expected income and that expected income is divided or applied by budget to those departments of the club where it will do the most good. We do not permit those

Charlotte's Policies Get Right Results
By H. M. WADE

OR four years I have been president of the Charlotte Country Club and during that period I have applied to the management of the club exactly the same principles that I apply in the management of my business.

In the first place, we have a Board of Directors consisting of 15 members including myself. On the third Wednesday in each month, definitely and without exception, this Board of Directors meets and

If your club is fortunate enough to get a successful business man to accept its presidency and work with the club like he does with his own business, your troubles are over.

The Charlotte (N. C.) Country Club had this good fortune and has kept its president, H. M. Wade, in office for four years.

Note, in particular, how Mr. Wade made the club's securities good investments and thus removed one of the major miseries of country club operation.
who have the expenditure of this money to exceed their budget.

We have a treasurer's budget, a greens and ground budget, a house budget, a budget for the young people's activities, a budget for tournaments, a budget for the ladies' activities. These budgets are fixed at the beginning of the year and expenditures are accordingly.

Club Securities Good Buys

All of our initiation fees are applied to the reduction of our bonded indebtedness and our bonded indebtedness pays its dividends regularly and our securities are marketable securities sought after as an investment.

One of the first things that I attempted to do when I became president of the Charlotte Country Club was to stabilize the securities of the club outstanding.

These securities consist of bonds and preferred stock, and my first attention was to see to it that the interest payments on the bonds and the preferred stock were made regularly and systematically, just as much so as if they were industrial or national securities.

Then I provided a sinking fund for the bonds out of the initiation fees, and we retire from $4,000 to $8,000 of our bonds per annum through the initiation income.

Inasmuch as our securities have now become a good investment they are sought after because everybody knows that any security in the Charlotte Country Club will pay interest obligations on the dot and will mature its bonds as promised, if not anticipate them. We, therefore, can say very truthfully that we have no financial difficulties that we know of. When we have any special reason to spend a considerable quantity of money we have a ready response from the members to any assessment that we make against them. We believe that the success of a country club is like a business—if you make the club pay dividends in the form of service and facilities to the members they do not object to paying for these services.

The trouble with the average club is that it expects its members to pay its dues without rendering them a decided service, and our policy is to render service in full proportion to the money expended. I believe that our members realize that they get value of every dollar they put into the
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MAKING and LOADING TOPSOIL faster than four men can shovel the raw material.

With a Model M
ROYER COMPOST MIXER
Only a ROYER so completely pulverizes, so thoroughly mixes and screens raw material—lumps or sod—wet or dry.
Makes and loads topsoil fast enough to effect a saving between 75% and 90%. Its work is guaranteed.
Write for catalog describing 3 models.
L. F. MITTEN
Sole Distributor
829 Miner Bank Bldg. Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

Next Best to Rain

That's what golfers in every part of the country say about the Double Rotary Sprinkler. Keeps greens and fairways in A-1 shape despite dry, rainless summer weather. Sprinkles nature's way—like a gentle shower. Does not pack or wash soil. Sprinkles more than 5,000 square feet. Skid base. Built for years of service. Bronze and steel gears run in bath of oil.

TRY 10 DAYS—If not satisfactory, return sprinkler and money will be refunded. Price $12.50 postpaid. Descriptive literature on request.

Dealers: Write for special proposition.
DOUBLE ROTARY SPRINKLER CO
306 Coca-Cola Bldg. Kansas City, Mo.

DOUBLE ROTARY SPRINKLER
Next Best to Rain,

club and by giving them service they readily support the institution.

Diversify Activities
A country club that caters to one particular activity cannot hope to have the support of its membership and consequently we try to operate a well rounded club. We try to have the best golf course in the South for the golfers. We try to maintain the most attractive swimming pool in the city for those who enjoy that sport. We have good tennis courts and we try to put just as much effort in making them successful as we do on the golf course.

We provide free dances for our young people and furnish them with good music. We provide card entertainments and bridge parties for our ladies and encourage them to make use of the club by so doing.

We have a house membership privilege for very young boys who are not able to join the club, and this is fine feeder for future members.

In other words, we try to provide some activity that will attract every member of a member's family.

Get Workers
Somehow or other we have never had directors who would not attend meetings or committee heads who would not work. We don't appoint people unless they promise us to do their duty towards the club in whatever position they are placed. I can truthfully say that I have never asked a member of our club to perform a service for the club that he hasn't done so efficiently and willing to the best of his ability.

We do not try to operate our club for a profit in any particular department. We try to render service for members in every

MILORGANITE
THE IDEAL TURF FERTILIZER

For further information address

SEWERAGE COMMISSION
508 Market Street Milwaukee, Wis.
department and charge them what we think the service is worth.

We try to, in fixing our budget, exercise the very best judgment we are capable of and the distribution of the money that we have to spend regardless of whether it is for the golf course or for other departments of our club.

The Charlotte Country Club, I believe, is one of the most active clubs that I have ever known anything about and it is a very easy proposition to handle.

One of the important things that we attempt to do in our administration is to try to be absolutely impartial in the application of all of our regulations and by-laws, and then we try to apply purely business principles to every activity of the club.

Specialties and Pics Good Menu Features

B. ZIEGLER, manager of the Yahunndasis Golf club, New Hartford, N. Y. (suburb of Utica), stepped into his position from hotel work and brought his chef along with him. The team started immediately on a campaign for winning the membership by a drive on the alimentary canal sector.

For the men Ziegler decided on pie as a feature and it proved to be a good bet. It's his opinion, borne out by experience, that American men are strong for pie and by providing a variety of masterpieces of home-made pies, the males go out of the clubhouse commenting on the quality and tastiness of the cuisine. He maintains that pie is an asset for any club that wants

Grass Seed of Known Quality

TESTED for PURITY and GERMINATION

South German Bent  Colonial Bent  Cocos Bent  Bent Stolons
Rhode Island Bent (Washington Group)  Special Putting Green Bent Formula
Superline Fairway Formula (With Bent)  Chevings' N. Z. Fescue
Fancy Red Top  Kentucky Blue

Prices and information on request

Remember!—All our seeds are of the highest quality, obtained from the most reliable sources of supply and are botanically true to name. All seeds are new and are cleaned and reclassified until they are brought up to the highest possible state of purity and germination, special care being given to the elimination of weed seeds.

Golf Course Equipment

We carry a most complete line of equipment and supplies always ready for prompt shipment. Catalogue sent upon request.

Stumpf & Walter

Specialists in Golf Grass Seeds and Equipment

30-32 Barclay St., New York

You Need This Machine for Better Greens

No. 2

The Kemp Shredder gives you the top dressing you need and plenty of it at low cost.

The Western Hills Country Club Says:

"It shreds the sod or the dirt and separates the fine soil from the course, so that it makes a perfect top dressing. Doing the work with the old screen cost an average of $4.00 or $5.00 per cubic yard but this machine has reduced the cost to 25c per cubic yard.

"The most satisfactory point of all is that with this machine you are sure of having so much top dressing as you need."

Ask Your Greens-keeper and Write for Prices.

KEMP MFG. CO., Dept. C, 2061 Peach St., Erie, Pa.

KEMP POWER SOIL SHREDDER

Please mention GOLFDOM when writing advertisers.
to brag of its food. Ziegler says that one of the places where food service goes wrong lies in the mis-interpretation of the American appetite by chefs of foreign training. He cites broiled chicken as an example. The hungry American likes his chicken broiled crisply and well done; the French idea is to ease up somewhat on the fire.

At noontime the eaters want to hit and run on the food and in the evening they want to dine leisurely so Ziegler arranges his service accordingly.

Surprise the Women.

Ziegler is a student of feminine psychology and that’s been responsible for no small degree of his success at the club. He and his chef dope out interesting appetizers that get the women talking. They used California herring as the basis of one of these novelties and the women, when the supply was exhausted, showed that they had “clicked” by asking Ziegler why he didn’t serve the item any more. “Women tell you what they like or don’t like,” says Ziegler, “and that makes it a lot easier for the manager to learn how his efforts are being received. The chef and the manager at Yahnundasis take pains to see that the women’s luncheons are dainty affairs and as a result have established for the club a high and wide reputation for its women’s events.

Get the food superlatively right and a whole lot of the trouble of the manager’s job vanishes, is the Ziegler idea. He lets his members know that his chef is a noted character, that he was picked to cook for President Wilson when the war executive made his trip abroad, and does a lot of other press-agenting for the chef to remind the members that the food they get at their club is the best the country affords. The members like that and its builds house business.

Ziegler hands out some good advice to managers who are unduly excited by kicks. He says: “Some people are bound to kick. The manager feels that he is just as good as anyone else in this free country and has an impulse to fight back or let the kicking rankle. But that’s poor policy. Patience will enable you to handle anyone properly and a judicial calm will get the unreasoning kicker aware of the fact that he may be kicking just to hear himself talk.”
drainage—

There is perhaps no single investment in golf course construction that returns such dividends as that applied to scientific, specialized drainage.

Greens and fairways maintenance is reduced, membership attracted, games speeded up and improved; playing days are increased and construction costs permanently safeguarded.

Working co-operatively with the golf course architect, we have been responsible for the superior and permanent drainage of leading courses of the country.

Correspondence cordially invited.

WENDELL P. MILLER
and Associates
208 South La Salle Street, GOLF COURSE ENGINEERS
CHICAGO
85 East Gay Street,
COLUMBUS, O.

California Gets Park Golf on a High Plane

Those responsible for the maintenance of private golf courses may think often that they have about all the burden that can be handled by greenkeepers or greenchairmen, but until they compare notes with the men in charge of municipal golf courses, they really haven't qualified for fair standing as first reader students of misery.

It has been the job of one of GOLFDOM'S staff recently to offer a sympathetic bosom upon which municipal golf men could sob out woes, and some rare tales we have heard. It is a hard battle for many municipal authorities to escape from the hallowed traditions of politics and to see the many golf men, despite this condition, trying to establish a high standard of maintenance at low cost is really inspiring when you consider the harassing political influences.

In the first place there are people in authority who consider the golf courses rank misuses of the city's income. They

GREATEST SPRINKLING MACHINE EVER MADE

Covers 22,500 square feet—nothing can compare with it.

The Dayton Sprinkler Type "E" is designed for use on large areas such as fairways, polo fields and athletic fields.

It covers a circle from 140 to 160 feet.

It delivers 6,000 gallons of water per hour.

Write for prices and full details

Manufactured and sold by

The Dayton Irrigation Company
of DAYTON, OHIO

Please mention GOLFDOM when writing advertisers
Permanently Fast Greens

There is nothing else that gives quite such permanent and lasting satisfaction in making new greens, or keeping old ones fast, as IMPORTED GRANULATED PEAT MOSS TURF MULL. Write for the details and let us PROVE this to you.

ATKINS & DURBROW, Inc.
Burling Slip—Near Front Street
New York

SAVE HAND WEEDING—KILL WEED SEEDS

The DAYTON COMPOST MIXER and STEAMING CHEST
Represent an investment which will better than pay for itself the first year, and return an average annual profit of approximately $3,000 thereafter.

The Dayton Method gives a weed-free, powdery top dressing and eliminates 60% of the labor cost, at the same time freeing the Greenskeeper of much petty supervisory detail and assuring a dressing that will make possible the maintenance of a "true" green. Also this dressing is of such powdery fineness as to be especially adaptable to Bent greens.

Send for Literature
DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS, Inc., Dayton, Ohio

Steam Chest, 10" high, 4" wide, 10' long. Holds 1 1/2 yards.

Please mention GOLFDOM when writing advertisers
give deep thought to the appointments of the police department’s gondolas and subjects of like civic importance, and howl unto high heaven when the municipality considers spending some money for a public golf course in keeping with the city’s standing. Then there are jungles of red tape to hack through before purchases are made, and countless other difficulties, but it must be said for the municipal golf men that they are a patient and persistent breed of high minded mortals and they are making it so the city without really representative public courses today must offer apologies to its voters and visitors.

Considerably more than a casual investigation reveals that the park end of municipalities in manned by executives of such character and ability that golf must pay them high tribute for their work in bringing the sport to the eager rank and file.

The above references to the sorrowing and steady striving of the park men confronted with political obstacles was not made with the case of Oakland (Calif.) in mind. About that angle at Oakland we are entirely uninformed. But what we do know about that situation is that R. W. Robertson, superintendent of recreation there, and his staff, are giving to the city municipal golf that is of the highest standard.

Mr. Robertson has told GOLFDOM some of the details of his work that has resulted in providing Oakland with public golf of a character that might well be the aim of many a private club. Robertson says:

"Since the opening in 1923 of the Lake Chabot Municipal golf course, which is owned and operated by the Recreation Department of the City of Oakland, (Calif.), every effort has been made to keep the course in splendid condition throughout the year for the pleasure of 55,000 players yearly. A crew of experienced greensmen are kept busy on the course which is open to the public nearly every day of the year due to Oakland’s mild climate. Within the last few months the Recreation Department has purchased 1500 pounds of rye, red top and dutch clover seed and 20 tons of fertilizer.

"The ground was first prepared for reseeding by drawing a heavy spiked roller over the course with the use of a two
ton Caterpillar tractor. This method aerated the ground, which is used daily and cannot be tilled in any other way. The seed was then scattered and the ground heavily sprinkled by the spring rains.

This year the department has laid 400 feet of drain tile on the fifth fairway and also graded and made a drain ditch for the sixth fairway. New benches and drinking fountains have been placed at convenient points on the links. Many trees planted at strategic points have added greatly to the natural beauty of the course. During the last few months 250 additional cypress, black acacia, Monterey pine and flowering acacia shrub have been planted on the grounds, which in a very few years will change the appearance of the course, making it even more attractive than it is now."

Old Layouts Fairer to Women Golfers

By MISS CECIL LEITCH
Ex-British Ladies' Champion

A WELL-KNOWN golf course architect told me recently that one of his ambitions is to lay out a golf course entirely for women. I was unable to follow up the remark with a discussion as to his ideas on the subject, but he gave me food for thought. Shortly after this brief conversation, an important women's meeting was played over a modern course, and during this event a competitor said to me, "Isn't this an ideal course for women?" I could not agree with this opinion, and my negative answer caused surprise with the result that my reasons were solicited. It was then that I ventured to point out that the course was laid out for "tigers" (the term now used to describe the best performers of the male persuasion). My inquirer still adhered to her original opinion, so further explanation was necessary. Her attention was then drawn to several incidents which had already occurred in the event then in progress.

Let me give one of these here to illustrate my argument. At a certain hole on the course, A, representing one side, and B, representing the opposing side, were all square at the end of eighteen holes and the match had to be played out. A hit a very poor drive to the next hole and the ball finished in a much better position than it deserved in thin rough. B had a perfectly struck long tee shot on the true line and

The Caswell Canopy

This new course improvement will bring added comfort and convenience to your players. Gives complete protection from sun or rain at all hours of the day. Quickly adjustable, easily installed.

Send For Full Details Today.

CASWELL MFG. CO.
Cherokee, Iowa

Greener Greens

HYPER-HUMUS
“The Soil Essential” Outstanding Qualities

1. Holds moisture.
2. Encourages soil life.
3. Corrects soil textures.
4. Prevents soil leaching.
5. Improves compost mixture.
6. Increases soil temperature.
7. Restores lost organic matter.

To make a perfect top-dressing, mix sharp sand, good topsoil and Hyper-Humus, equal parts by volume.

Write for prices and "Soil Improvement" Booklet

HYPER-HUMUS CO.
51 Park Place, Newton, N. J.

Hyper-Humus
"Puts the Top in Top Soil"
DOES YOUR CLUB PAY THE CADDIES BY TIME?
Many leading clubs throughout the country do.
Acts as an inducement to boys to become caddies.
Makes caddies as willing to work for poor players as good ones.
Has been proven the most satisfactory to both players and caddies.

THE CALCULAGRAPH

CALCULAGRAPH COMPANY
General Office - - - 50 Church St., New York
Western Office - - - S58 W. Washington St., Chicago

The House of "Quality"
Collins Seed Service Co.
60 Congress St., Boston, Mass.

GOLF WHEELS

GOLF SHIFTS FOR FIFTEEN CENTS
THOROUGHLY SEASONED, PRO FINISHED, FAIRLY STIFF; for both wood clubs and iron clubs. Have over-stock of 200,000 shafts. Send $15.00 for 100 shafts, postage paid; C. O. D. shipments will be sent collect.

FRANK P. MACDONALD
GOLF ARCHITECT
202 South State St., Chicago, Ill.

POSITION WANTED: Greenkeeper with fourteen years' experience desires position on an eighteen hole course. Best of references. Address: H. H., care of GOLFDOM, 236 N. Clark St., Chicago.
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